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The purpose of this project is to assess the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities’ (Minnesota
State) Farm Business Management (FBM) Challenge Grants program, by assessing its ability to
maintain and increase the number of instructors and students in local FBM programs. This
assessment will provide the basis for the evaluation of the grant program and will provide
information that will communicate the impacts of the program.
The responder (Outside Evaluator) developed questions for the evaluation process; conducted focus
group discussions with instructors; has reviewed progress reports and instructor responses to
questionnaires; developed an interim report and will work on further assessments; will review final
report data and in turn develop that data and previous data collected into information that will
provide answers to the following questions: 1) Is the grant program effective at maintaining and
increasing instructors and students? Why or why not? 2) What are the most meaningful outcomes
and impacts?
The Outside Evaluator recommended that progress towards grant parameters and indicators be
evaluated in an interim report made during the program rather than waiting until program
completion so that corrections could possibly be addressed during the process. This interim report
was outside the scope of the RFP but it was agreed that it is an important step in the process.

Farm Business Management Challenge Grant Program

The Minnesota Agricultural Education Leadership Council (MAELC) awarded Farm Business
Management (FBM) Challenge Grants to eight applicant colleges that planned to maintain and
increase the number of instructors and students in their local FBM program. In order to be eligible for
this program, all parameters outlined in the application were to be met. Only recognized Minnesota
State Colleges and Universities’ (Minnesota State) FBM programs were eligible to apply. Grant
recipients received 50% of their grant monies up front. Another 25% was dispersed following the
submission of their progress report. Partial results from that progress and final reports are included in
this report.
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Challenge Grant Parameters

In order to receive the full funding, FBM programs MUST meet the following parameters:
• Maintain current number of credentialed FBM instructors under a MSCF contract
•

Grow current FBM student credit numbers by 2% (collegewide, not per instructor)

•

80% of eligible students are enrolled as full time FBM students (10 credits per year)

•

80% of full-time students in the FBM program complete a FINAN analysis (whole farm at a
minimum) and submit to the Minnesota statewide database

•

Local college encourages professional development for new FBM instructors (less than 4 years of
FBM experience) by supporting them in the Professional Excellence Program (PEP) for early career
mentoring

Recommended Quality Program Indicators
•

95% of students have completed an assessment within their respective business model. FINAN
and enterprise submissions follow state parameters for submission (pricing, methodology, etc.)

•

Instructor possesses and follows a professional development plan supported by the college

•

Local college offers public meeting setting to present data related to FBM

•

Local college is aware of statewide initiatives within FBM and supports instructor involvement

College Challenge Grant Recipients Progress and Final Reports Overview
All successful Farm Business Management Challenge grant award recipients received an e-mail notification
reminding them that they were required to complete a progress report at the end of the 2016 Fiscal Year and a
final report at the end of the 2017 Fiscal Year. Reports were gathered utilizing the Qualtrics system available
through the University of Minnesota. Eight out of eight recipients responded.
At the time of their reporting overall the Colleges reported the following:
•

In 2015 - 55 total instructors, 48 full-time, 7 part-time; 2016 - 57 total instructors, 52 full-time and 5
part-time; 2017 - 64 total instructors, 56 full-time and 8 part-time.

•

In 2017 – 2,602 students (1,833 full-time, 769 part-time) - 70% of all students were full-time; 2015 –
3,047 total students (1,778 full-time, 1,269 part-time) - 58.35% of all students were full-time.

•

In FY17, a total of non-amended 23,498.7 credits sold (22,626.2 amended) at an average cost of
$178.01 per credit. In FY15 non-amended credits sold 23,880.9 (21,205.9 amended) at an average cost
of $182.54.

•

1,967 Full time students completed a FINAN in FY17, 2,071 in FY15
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•

Four colleges have instructors under four years of experience. Across these four colleges there were 17
instructors that had under four years of experience.

•

Seven of the colleges had 100% of their instructors participate in the Professional Experience Program.
One college had 60%+ of their instructors participate.

•

All colleges reported that receiving the FBM Challenge Grant had impacted their local college "A lot",
the highest level option available.

•

All colleges held public meetings in both 2017 and 2016. In 2017, colleges held 114 meetings that
reached over 6,521 people. In 2016 the colleges hosted 82+ public meetings with an attendance of
4,131 people.

•

Colleges reported the following attendees at their public meetings: administrators, ag finance/lenders,
agri-business professionals, community members; farmers (non FBM students), FBM instructors, and
FBM students attended. Colleges also reported that others participated including legislators;
Minnesota Department of Agriculture and college faculty and students.

•

In the final report, seven colleges reported that as a staff they were involved in statewide Farm
Business Management initiatives "A lot", the highest level of activity offered. This is an increase from
four colleges from the interim report; one college reported at the next highest level "some", while it
was four colleges in the interim report.

The reports completed by the colleges show that the Challenge Grant had meaningful impact on their Farm
Business Management programs and that they were all progressing in the eyes of the parameters, especially
after amendment on credits were allowed. The Challenge Grant brought "new life" and a forward thinking
attitude to many programs. It allowed for some new and innovative programming and helped the colleges
reach some new audiences with the program.
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Challenge Grant Parameters
•

Maintain current number of credentialed FBM instructors under a MSCF contract

All maintained or increased.
•

Grow current FBM student credit numbers by 2% (collegewide, not per instructor)

Four of the eight programs had grown their credit numbers within the parameters set. MAELC allowed
amended numbers to exclude retired, injured, or separated instructors’ credit totals if not meeting
credit-related parameters. When allowed to do this all colleges met the parameter.
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•

80% of eligible students are enrolled as full time FBM students (10 credits per year) ** If college is
below this number based on FY15 student credit numbers they must show 2% growth towards
meeting this criterion.

All show colleges are showing 80% full time or a 2% growth towards the parameter if they were below
80% in FY17.
•

80% of full-time students in the FBM program complete a FINAN analysis (whole farm at a
minimum) and submit to the Minnesota statewide database.

Based on the fact that the majority of colleges reported higher numbers of FINAN completions
than they have full time students indicates that they misread the question which asked for full
time students. It also raises a question. Should those who are receiving instructor attention to
prepare records that can complete a FINAN, especially the more detailed enterprise analysis be
registered as full time students? What are the obstacles to moving these students to full time
status?
FINAN analysis has considerable value to the participating farm business. The contributions of
FINAN data to the Minnesota Statewide database also has tremendous value to the greater
agricultural community - other farmers, lenders, educators, students, ag businesses and
researchers all have a reliable place to go to get quality data.
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•

Local college encourages professional development for new FBM instructors (less than 4 years of
FBM experience) by supporting them in the Professional Excellence Program (PEP) for early career
mentoring.

Four of the eight colleges had instructors with less than four years of experience with a total of 17
new instructors as of the final report. Each of the colleges appears to be taking the professional
development of their instructors seriously with the instructors participating in some PEP. They are
working with them to ensure that they are mentored and are getting guidance in their new role.

Recommended Quality Program Indicators
•

95% of students have completed an assessment within their respective business model. FINAN
and enterprise submissions follow state parameters for submission (pricing, methodology, etc.)
All colleges are on track with this indicator.

•

Instructor possesses and follows a professional development plan supported by the college
Seven of the colleges had 100% of their instructors participate in the Professional Experience Program.
One college had 60%+ of their instructors participate.

•

Local college offers public meeting setting to present data related to FBM
All colleges held public meetings in both 2017 and 2016. In 2017, colleges held 114 meetings that
reached over 6,521 people. In 2016, the colleges hosted 82+ public meetings with an attendance of
4,131 people. Colleges reported the following attendees at their public meetings: administrators, ag
finance/lenders, agri-business professionals, community members; farmers (non FBM students), FBM
instructors, and FBM students attended. Colleges also reported that others participated including
legislators; Minnesota Department of Agriculture and college faculty and students.

•

Local college is aware of statewide initiatives within FBM and supports instructor involvement
All colleges are aware of and appear to support statewide initiatives within FBM and support instructor
involvement. In the final report seven colleges reported that as a staff they were involved in statewide
Farm Business Management initiatives "A lot" the highest level of activity offered this is up from four
colleges from the interim report; one college reported at the next highest level "some", while it was
four colleges in the interim report.
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Colleges found that the grant was an excellent motivator to grow the program. They did have suggestions on
the parameters including: to have a "meet 3 of 5 goals" approach instead of an all 5 or nothing approach. The
reality is that farm markets and farm education are linked. When the economy or markets go bad, it is difficult
to remain in a growth mode when retention is the goal. There are challenges that continue to be raised with
retired instructors "taking" students away from the program and doing farm management consulting.
Beyond the excitement of having resources and good attention focused on Farm Business Management
programs across the state, colleges reported some new and innovative programs and new audiences being
reached because of the Challenge Grant program. Some of the new or innovative programs included: 1) drone
and imagery education across multiple audiences including farmers; educators; and agriculture industry
people; 2) Introductory online Farm Business Management programs for new and beginning farmers; 3) Risk
management education programs; 4) Estate and transition planning programming; 5) Exploring distance
learning for delivery of education; and 5) Items to bolster current programming including equipment purchases
and student scholarships. Non-traditional audiences have been reached including: women; veterans;
minority/immigrant farmers and farm transitions. When doing the innovative programs and working with nontraditional audiences, the students/participants do not always follow the traditional parameters that are being
used to measure progress. Progress might not be seen as significant because of these "different" types of
programming and not meeting the parameters.
Instructors
A brief view from the instructor questionnaire
 46 of 51 invited instructors completed a questionnaire - Fall 2016, 90% response rate
 Average completed years = 14.8 years,
Median = 12.5 years, Range 1-37 years
 Average 6 meetings per year per student
Annual Number of Students

Instructor Expectations
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Instructor View of Their Farms

Additional analysis and full report information will be available soon.
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